
MONAVIE BUSINESS PLAN

It is the best mlm company in india to operate with and has proven globally with amazing products and compensation
plan.

Executive Elite Ranks 4. Active is defined as generating a minimum volume every four weeks. Harvey also
stated that MonaVie's rise, based on odds "stacked against low-level distributors who poured in the billions of
dollars that fueled the company's spectacular growth," raised questions about the foundations of other
companies in Utah's nutritional supplement industry. Qualifications: Distributors are not required to be Active
or Qualified. The value of each share is based upon worldwide sales volumes, and the number of shares
awarded. Unfortunately, the binary plan compensation plans do not give folks the sense of equal playing fields
and a lot of people feel very slighted as they start to build and understand the MonaVie compensation plan.
Depending on your rank within the Monavie Compensation Plan, you will earn shares of this pool, which will
translate as additional earnings in your pocket. Long story short, the higher your rank within the Monavie
Compensation Plan, the more shares you will earn. A lot of times, these people are starting to enroll. Bronze
will benefit from 1 generation. This is just a fancy way to say that you will earn compensation based upon
your lesser leg volume. These are 1. You could buy multiple cases of juice. You must generate at least GV in
each leg. Blue Diamond and above will benefit from 7 generations. Many of your customers may elect to
become Preferred Customers to receive a discount from retail pricing. Monavie rewards its customers in nine
different ways under this compensation plan and there are several levels with specific qualifications for each
level. For those who have attained the Executive Elite Ranks, Monavie Compensation Plan offers another
series of ranks with more required qualifications and more lucrative level of income associated with each rank.
You must achieve the rank of Bronze Executive. As I see the industry grow, and as I see the industry come out
with a lot of different type of companies, so has new direct sales compensation plans unfolded. Monavie deals
in health juices, energy blends and weight solutions. Growth Bonus Dependent upon the rank that you hold
within the Monavie Compensation Plan, you will earn shares of this bonus pool. There are two levels: active Is
accomplished when you either personally purchase Personal Volume PV worth of products, or your Preferred
Customers purchase PV worth of products. The newly formed company took over the bottling, distribution,
and marketing of MonaVie juice products. Silver will benefit from 2 generations.


